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Abstract
Precession patterns taken with carefully
monobromated radiation
show that stacking faults are present
in aluminum crystals grown by
the strain anneal method. The
evidence for the stacking faults are
the streaks through some diffraction
peaks, the variation in structure
factors, Fhkl, as
determined from the relative intensities,
and the
doubling of some peaks. Arguments are
advanced, on geometrical
grounds, that if stacking faults exist in
the crystal they will
combine to produce regions in twin
orientation. However, the
absence of systematic "extra- twin
diffraction peaks suggests that
the twinned regions are very small.
It is suggested that a low
stacking fault energy and the occurrence
of stacking faults on all
stacking planes, together with the creation
of substructures with
other than twin orientations, explains
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Twinning in the face centered cubic metals such as copper, nickel,
lead, platinum, silver, and alpha brass has been commonly observed by
direct visual observation, either by microscopic examination or in
macroscopic crystals of etched samples. Twinning in aluminum, another
face centered cubic metal, has been infrequently observed. Amelinckx,
on the basis of indirect evidence, suggests that aluminum has a
relatively high stacking fault energy, wich could explain the absence
of twins, [l] However, it has been established that aluminum does
twin. [2-51 This indicates that if the stacking fault energy in
aluminum is high, it is not prohibitively high. Methods of calculating
the stacking fault energies are currently a subject of controversy and
the results of these calculations are in question. However, there must
be a reason why twinning is not observed more frequently in aluminum.
Possibly the twins in aluminum are usually so fine or the twin
orientations are such that normal examination by optical methods does not
reveal them.
A review of the literature has shown that the single crystal techniques
used in modern structure determinations have never been employed to study
the crystal structure of aluminum. [6-12] The Debye-Scherrer powder
method which has been used in all determinations quoted in the standard
references is not adequate to differentiate the scattering of a single
crystal from that of a twinned structure, since the reflections from
the twinned crystals superimpose on each other in this method. A more
powerful method is necessary to insure that the "structure" determined
is that of a twinned aggregate when the crystal is indeed twinned.
Th« structure factor of a crystal as defined by the equation
- iL 2TTi(hu + kv + lw ) /1XF,
,
.
= if e n n n (1)hkl - n v '
is determined by the electron density distribution in the crystal.
Thereforff it is expected that a mimetic structure will not mask
the twinning as examined by the scattering of x-rays as happens if
isotropic crystals are examined optically.
In the above equation h, k, and 1 are the Miller indices of a
plane and u, v, and w are the coordinates of the atom in a unit cell.
In a face centered cubic cell reflections will be present, or Fnkl is
not zero, when h, k, and 1 are unmixed, that is the indices are all
even or all odd. The intensity of a diffracted beam is proportional
to the absolute value of F^ui squared. The diffracted intensity is
the same for all the planes of a face centered cubic crystal in
which the lattice points are occupied by identical atoms subject, of
course, to correction for the angular factors.
The Buerger Precession Camera, Mark II, was chosen as the best
instrument available to study the structure of aluminum, since it
gives an undistorted presentation of a plane in the reciprocal lattice.
The reciprocal lattice points in the pattern are readily indexed and,
from the observed intensities, the square of the structure factor can
be estimated.
The principle of the Buerger Precession Camera, which enables it
to record a selected plane in the reciprocal lattice without distortion,
is that the film is maintained parallel to that reciprocal lattice
plane as it "precesses" about the x-ray beam. By appropriate settings
of the layer-line screen, only the points from the desired reciprocal
plane are recorded, since the screen isolates that level. [13]
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The angle of diffraction from a plane is given by Bragg' s relation:
Sin 9 = y\— <2)
hkl
The distance from the origin of the reciprocal lattice, the center
of the presentation, is given by:
(3)
'hkl dhkl
The indexing of the diffraction pattern is done on the basis of the
relation
**» ' ^ (4)
where d^j^ represents the distance between planes in the unit cell
and dftkl is that distance ±r reciprocal space. The constant, 6, is




A single crystal of aluminum was prepared by the strain-anneal
method, A schedule of reduction, annealing temperature, final strain
and anneal was developed by trial and error. Successful results were
1
obtained by cold rolling 99*99$ pure aluminum. The analysis,%s supplied
by the vendor, Aluminum Company of America, wass
Cu Fe Si Mn Mg Zn Others
.002 •002 .00U ,000 .000 .000 .000
The stress induced by cold rolling a piece of aluminum, cut from the
ingot in the shape of an equilateral triangle with 1§" to a side and
3/8" tteick, was relieved by annealing at 600°C for one hour. It was
necessary to alternate cold rolling and annealing to prevent cracking
as the reduction proceeded. The process was continued until strips
about 1/32" thick were formed. These strips were then annealed in a
hydrogen atmosphere for 2k hours at 600 C. The furnace was then cooled
to room temperature at a rate of not greater than £0 C per hour to
minimize thermal stress in the strip. The annealed strip was then
elongated 2% in a tensile testing machine. The critically strained
o
aluminum was then annealed for one week at 635 C in a furnace which
was brought up to temperature with hydrogen gas to deoxidize the
aluminum surface after which a helium atmosphere was used to maintain
an inert atmosphere about the aluminum. These gases were used to
prevent any oxidation on the grain boundaries which might inhibit
grain growth. Crystals of about 3/U" by lj" in a strip of 3/U" by
U" were obtained by this procedure.
The strip was then mounted on a standard goniometer head and a
••lected crystal oriented by taking J,iue patterns and plotting the
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stereographic projections of the patterns. Difficulty in establishing
and maintaining a desired orientation suggested that the crystal might
have a "substructure", although none was apparent under visual examination.
Although there were no known disturbances to the crystal other than
temperature variation in the room, the orientation was lost twice. The
realignment procedure seemed to indicate that the orientation had shifted
from one twin to another.
During this process the polycrystalline strip containing the large
crystals was inadvertantly bent slightly, but this should have little
effect on the results because the x-ray beam illuminated a crystal
well removed from the deformed region.
The final orientation and adjustment of the crystal put a [llO]
direction parallel to the x-ray beam and [ill] direction horizontal
and perpendicular to the x-ray beam. After the crystal was oriented the
precession patterns were recorded using molybdenum radiation and the
/ o N
maximum setting of the precession angle (30 ) so as to record as large
an area of the reciprocal lattice plane as possible. The unit cell of
aluminum is small compared to the structures normally investigated on
the precession camera. Therefore, the reciprocal spacing of the
aluminum is large by comparison, as shown by equation (U)« Because of
the large reciprocal lattice, the maximum limits of the camera were used.
As seen by the precession pattern of Figure (1), taken with Nickel
filtered radiation, as has sometimes been done in studies of metal
crystals, details of the pattern are obscured by the white radiation
streaks. It was therefore necessary to use a monochromated x-ray beam
which was obtained by diffracting the beam from the 0.11) plane of a
lithium fluoride crystal. This monochromated beam necessitated long
exposure times (23 hours), due to the low intensity of the beam.
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A series of patterns was recorded using the raonochrornate
d
radiation. On the basis of the triple unit cell of a twinned
structure the zero, second, fourth, and sixth levels were
recorded "processing" about a [110] axis. As expected, no spots
were recorded from the second and fourth levels. The zero level was
recorded while "precessing" about the [231] axis. Both the zero
and second levels of a precession pattern about the [121] axis were
recorded. It was not possible to obtain still higher levels or
precession patterns about other axes in the crystal due to space
limitations of the specimen and the camera.
Figures (2), (U), and (5>) have been chosen from the patterns
taken to illustrate the points brought out in the following discussion,
1U
3. Discussion.
Earlier work in this laboratory by Randall showed that an oscillation
pattern of an aluminum crystal, grown by the strain-anneal method, gave
layer lines corresponding to a triple unit cell, which indicates that
twinned crystals are present. LlU]
On geometrical grounds, that is assuming that stacking faults are
present, we suggest a simple mechanism by which twin orientations are
developed in any crystal. A Shockley dislocation -r[ll2] can combine
with a Frank Sessile dislocation t{111] to give a vector t[114].j o
The magnitude of a vector is given by
/ 2 7 , 2 " 2
v = /a + b + c
where a, b, and c are the components of the base vectors. The magnitude
of the vector T^H^] is :
•_i 7 jl 7 i6 /I
36 36 36 2
which is the same as that of a lattice translation distance r£llO]
since:
Thus the vector r<114> is defined as the twinning vector. This vector
introduces new lattice points and a triple "cell", as pointed out by
Friedel, which will repeat a twinned "lattice". [15] A twinning
dislocation can also be formed by combining a Shockley partial dislocation
with a total dislocation to obtain:
£ = [121] +|C330] = ±[4113
ThereforjL unless stacking fault energies are unexpectedly high, twinning
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can be expected in aluminum as in any face centered cubic crystal©
The lattice points of the triple, twinned "cell" can be readily
determined. First, a reference coordinate system for an untwinned
crystal is chosen, but with repetition distances three times those for
an untwinned crystal. The coordinates of the lattice points of the
twinned orientation are developed by operating on the lattice points of
the reference lattice with the matrix:
2/3 -1/3 2/3
2/3 2/3 -1/3 (6)
-1/3 2/3 2/3^
This, in effect, is a rotation of 60° about a 111 axis, which is
the same as a reflection across the (112) plane. The original coordinates,
operated on by the transformation matrix, give the additional coordinates
which are needed to calculate the structure factor of the twinned cell.
Since the formation of a twin crystal involves shears whose magnitudes
are 1/6 of the distances in the unit cell of the untwinned crystal,
these are shears l/l8 the distances in the triple unit cell. For
example, the lattice point \9\,0 i*1 a:n untwinned crystal has the
coordinates 3/l8, 3/l8, in a triple cell. Referred to a coordinate
system in a twinned orientation this point has the coordinates l/l8,U/l8,
l/l8 as given by the matrix operation!
1/18 [1U1]
2/3 -1/3 2/3 3
1/18 2/3 2/3 -1/3 3
^1/3 2/3 2/3_ 3
A computer program has been developed in this laboratory into
which the rotation matrices can be entered and which calculates the new
coordinates for the twinned crystal, the structure factor, and the square
of the structure factor of the twinned edifice using equation (1). The
calculated structure factona predict diffraction from planes, indexed on
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the basis of the triple unit cell, which would not be observed in an
untwinned edifice. The (177), (228), and (U,10,10) planes, for example,
in a triple cell whose coordinate system is parallel to one of the
twinned crystals, are the (339), (660), and (6,6,12) planes in the
coordinate system of the other crystal. In the twinned edifice such
planes give rise to "extra" reflections in a pattern which can be
indexed as arising from a single crystal, using the coordinate system
of either crystal of the edifice. These are planes whose indices,
referred to only one of the coordinate systems, meet the requirements
that h, k, and 1 are multiples of three and are also all even or all
odd. These "extra" reflections do not appear in powder patterns since
the interplanar spacings also correspond to single crystal interplanar
spacings.
If N in equation (1) is set equal to 216 , each crystal contributes
equally to the diffracted beam. With this assumption the structure
factors calculated for 1/3 of the planes are twice as large as the
structure factors of the remainder, in contrast to the equal structure
factors calculated for the diffracting planes of a single face
centered cubic crystal,
Davis reports that if a third crystal is present with a twin
orientation described by a second rotation matrix corresponding to a
different rotation about a twinning axis, a "unit cell" nine times
the original cell will be required to obtain corresponding repeating
units, [ 16 ] The reflections from this "secondary" twin will produce
additional peaks in the diffraction pattern and the relative intensities
of all the diffracted beams will vary in ratios of 1:U:9, In
attempting to predict the diffraction pattern from higher order
twinned crystals, the number of lattice points in the "unit cell"
becomes so large that the computer can no longer handle the
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problem. Therefore, the results of the calculations using two twinned
orientations is taken as a guide. The more general treatment suggests
that additional diffraction maxima may be expected but the diffracted
intensities and the indices of the planes responsible for these maxima
will depend on the twinned orientations present.
1/8
U# Interpretation of Patterns.
From the relative intensities recorded in the pattern of Figure (2),
structure factors have been determined and are tabulated in Table I.
The densities of each diffraction peak were measured with a Leads and
Northrup Co. microphotometer. The measurements were corrected for the
variation of the atomic scattering factor with angle and for the Lorentz
and polarization factors. The Lorentz and polarization corrections were
taken from Buerger's tables without additional correction for the
polarization of the raonochromated beam, [13] The correction for this
polarization is small and has been neglected. The ratios of intensites
thus determined are shown in Figure (3) for comparison with the patterns.
The structure factors for all the diffracted planes are not equal, as
would be expected for an unfaulted face centered cubic crystal, since
the intensities vary by as much as U:l. Since in the precession method
for a flat plate crystal no absorption correction is necessary when
comparing diffracted intensities from planes of the same level, the
variation observed is greater than the experimental error.
The analyses by Paterson, and independently by Whelan and Hirsch,
of scattering from faulted crystals predict streaks through some, but
not all, reciprocal lattice points. [17, 18] Such streaks are clearly
apparent in Figure (U)« The same authors conclude that double spots will
appear when the reflection circle cuts the cloud surrounding some
reciprocal lattice points. The direction of the streaks and the lattice
points affected depend on the combination of stacking faults present.
At the time these patterns were recorded the doubled diffraction peaks
were not expected by the author and much effort was expended, without
success, in attempting to remove the double peaks by improving the
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alignment of the crystal. However, we n<wr believe that the pattern of
double spots in Figure (2), which is not a typical pattern due to
I
orientation errors, is evidence of faulting.
The structure factor calculations discussed earlier predict extra
diffraction peaks for edifices composed of two twinned crystals. We
have reexamined Randall's rotating crystal patterns and the spacings
of a large unit cell are clearly present. [lU] Figures (2), (U), and
(5) do not show the "extra" peaks expected for two crystals in twin
orientation and we can only suggest that perhaps Randall's crystals
contained large regions in only two twin orientations.
Figures (2), (U), and (5) do show "extra" spots. Figure (2) shows
faint spots which have not been satisfactorily indexed. Figures (U) and
(£) each show one moderately strong spot. The extra spot of Figure (U)
indexes very close to a [221] reciprocal lattice point which is not
allowed because of the mixed indices. However, the occurrence of
"forbidden" reflections in diamond is currently being studied in this
laboratory. If the (22 f) reflection in diamond is due to modification
of the structure because of phase relations in radiation scattered
from different regions of a substructure in diamond, similar "forbidden"
reflections can occur in other faulted crystals.
In discussing the x-ray scattering from differently oriented regions,
which can be described as substructures in the crystal, we have so far
considered only regions displaced by stacking faults and twinning faults.
The Frank partial dislocation, r<lll> and the Shockley partial
dislocation —<112> , like the total dislocation Burgers vector
\ <110> , are unique in that they maintain a structure which can be
referred to a single lattice. However, the various combinations of
these three translation vectors operating on a region of a crystal give
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substructures related by the displacements of the type summarized in
Table 2. On the basis of Frank's rule, which states that the
dislocations will combine in a manner to lower the total self energy,
which, to a first approximation, is proportional to the squares of the
Burgers vectors, those combinations which are prohibited by excessive
strain energy are denoted by an asterisk. Other additional dislocation
reactions create other orientations within the crystal. The orientations
of the substructures produced by dislocation reactions are not random;
the scattering of radiation from these regions involves complex phase
relationships, and the amplitudes rather than the intensities of the
scattered waves must be added to predict the diffraction pattern. Since
we are at present unable to do this, we can not, on the basis of observed
diffraction patterns, describe precisely the orientation relationships
in the substructure introduced by interactions between the dislocations
associated with stacking faults.
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5>. Conclusions and Acknowledgements.
The precession patterns taken with carefully monochromated radiation
show that stacking faults are present in aluminum crystals grown by the
strain anneal method. The evidence for the stacking faults are the
streaks through some diffraction peaks, the variation in structure
factors as determined from the relative intensities, and the doubling
of some peaks. Arguments are advanced on, geometrical grounds, that
if stacking faults exist in the crystal they will combine to produce
regions in twin orientation. However, the absence of systematic "extra"
twin diffraction peaks suggests that the twinned regions are very small.
Until recently it has generally been believed that stacking fault
energies in aluminum are high. However, this opinion is largely based
on the absence of visible twins in aluminum. We suggest that a low
stacking fault energy and the occurrence of stacking faults on all
stacking planes, together with the creation of substructures with other
than twin orientations, explains the absence of large visible twins.
Special acknowledgement is given to J. R. Clark, without whom this
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115 .13 .789 5.8 .^9$
333 .17 .865 5.8 .850
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Table 2
Strain Energjr of Shockley Partia]L + Frank Partial 18/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [222] 1/6 [33U] *3U/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [222] 1/6 [330] 18/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [222] - 1/6 [310] 10/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [222] t3 1/6 [110] 2/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [222] » 1/6 [11U] 18/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [222] = 1/6 [13U] *26/36
1/6 [112] + V6 [222] = 1/6 [130] 10/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [222] ta 1/6 [31U] *26/36
Strain Energy of Shockley Part ill t Total Dislocation 2^/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [330] • 1/6 CU22] *36/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [330] 1/6 [UU2] *36/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [330] s 1/6 [U22] 2U/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [330] - 1/6 [222] 12/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [330] 1/6 [222] 12/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [330] 1/6 [21*2] 2U/36
1/6 [112] + 1/6 [330] c 1/6 [21*2] 2li/36
1/6 [U2] + 1/6 [33Q] - 1/6 [1*22] 2U/36
Strain Energy of Frank Partial t Total Dislocation 30/36
1/6 [222] + 1/6 [330] = 1/6 [552] *5U/36
1/6 [222] + 1/6 [33Q] B 1/6 [552] *5U/36
1/6 [222] + 1/6 [330] e 1/6 [512] 30/36
1/6 [222] + 1/6 [330] B 1/6 [112] 6/36
1/6 [222] + 1/6 [330] B 1/6 [112] 6/36
1/6 [222] + 1/6 [330] 8 1/6 [152] 30/36
1/6 [222] + 1/6 [330] B 1/6 [152] 30/36
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fiers, such as equipment model designation, trade name, military
project code name, geographic location, may be used ss key
words but will be followed by an indication of technical con-
text. The assignment of links, roles, and weights is optional.
Use for additional expl
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